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Abstract
Code-mixing is a word or phrase-level act of
interchanging two or more languages during
a conversation or in written text within a sen-
tence. This phenomenon is widespread on so-
cial media platforms, and understanding the
underlying abusive comments in a code-mixed
sentence is a complex challenge. We present
our system in our submission for the Dravid-
ianLangTech Shared Task on Abusive Com-
ment Detection in Tamil and Telugu. Our ap-
proach involves building a multiclass abusive
detection model that recognizes 8 different la-
bels. The provided samples are code-mixed
Tamil-English text, where Tamil is represented
in romanised form. We focused on the Multi-
class classification subtask, and we leveraged
Support Vector Machine (SVM), Random For-
est (RF), and Logistic Regression (LR). Our
method exhibited its effectiveness in the shared
task by earning the ninth rank out of all com-
peting systems for the classification of abusive
comments in the code-mixed text. Our pro-
posed classifier achieves an impressive accu-
racy of 0.99 and an F1-score of 0.99 for a bal-
anced dataset using TF-IDF with SVM. It can
be used effectively to detect abusive comments
in Tamil, English code-mixed text.

1 Introduction

In the age of rapidly advancing technology and
increased social media usage, online platforms
have become integral to our daily lives, facilitat-
ing global communication and connection (Anita
and Subalalitha, 2019; Thavareesan and Mahesan,
2019, 2020a,b; Subalalitha, 2019; Sakuntharaj and
Mahesan, 2016, 2017, 2021). However, this inter-
connectedness has also led to the proliferation of
abusive content and hate speech, posing severe chal-
lenges to maintaining a safe and respectful online
environment (Bharathi and Agnusimmaculate Sil-
via, 2021; Bharathi and Varsha, 2022b; Swami-
nathan et al., 2022; Subramanian et al., 2022;

Chinnaudayar Navaneethakrishnan et al., 2023).
Automated classification of abusive comments is
paramount to curb the spread of harmful content
and protect users from online harassment (Priyad-
harshini et al., 2022). Moreover, abusive comments
often emerge as a complex interplay of code-mixed
text in multilingual communities, such as those in
regions where Tamil and English speakers coex-
ist and interact. Code-mixing is word or phrase
level interchanging two or more languages within
a single sentence or conversation (Chakravarthi
et al., 2023a,b). The prevalence of code-mixed
text in social media interactions further intensifies
the difficulty of abusive comment classification, as
traditional natural language processing techniques
may not be directly applicable (Thara and Poor-
nachandran, 2018; Chakravarthi et al., 2022a,b; ?).
This research article addresses the challenges of
abusive comment classification in Tamil and En-
glish code-mixed text using machine learning tech-
niques and the Synthetic Minority Over-sampling
Technique (SMOTE) to handle imbalanced data
(Chawla et al., 2002; Kathiravan et al., 2023). We
explore the effectiveness of employing SMOTE
to create a balanced dataset, thereby mitigating
the skewed distribution of abusive and non-abusive
comments.

To achieve accurate and robust classification
results, we explore two popular data representa-
tion techniques: Bag-of-Words (BoW) and Term
Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF).
BoW represents text data by counting the occur-
rence of words in documents, while TF-IDF con-
siders the importance of words based on their fre-
quency and rarity in the corpus (Akuma et al.,
2022). We apply these representations to our bal-
anced dataset and utilize three different machine
learning algorithms: Support Vector Machines
(SVM), Logistic Regression (LR), and Random
Forest (RF).
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One of the pivotal contributions of our research
lies in showcasing the significance of SMOTE in
enhancing the performance of the classifiers. By ad-
dressing the class imbalance issue, SMOTE enables
the classifiers to better capture patterns and nuances
related to abusive comments, improving classifica-
tion accuracy and reducing the risk of misclassify-
ing harmful content (Satriaji and Kusumaningrum,
2018). Our findings indicate that TF-IDF repre-
sentation consistently outperforms BoW in SVM,
LR, and RF models. The ability of TF-IDF to cap-
ture the semantic relevance and rareness of words
provides a more substantial discriminatory power,
leading to better classification results. Leveraging
TF-IDF representation with SMOTE-balanced data
yields an accuracy demonstrating the potential for
more effective content moderation in code-mixed
text environments.

However, despite the success achieved in our re-
search, we recognize that addressing abusive com-
ment classification in code-mixed text is an on-
going challenge. The dynamic nature of online
content and the continuous evolution of abusive
language demand continuous efforts in refining and
updating our classification models.

2 Related works

The growing presence of Tamil and English, code-
mixed data on social media platforms has sparked
increased research interest in addressing abusive
comments. As the multilingual nature of code-
mixed content poses unique challenges, several
studies have been conducted to develop effective
methods for detecting and classifying abusive lan-
guage in these contexts.

The research by Rajalakshmi et al. (2022) fo-
cuses on abusive comment detection in Tamil using
multilingual transformer models. They explored
the effectiveness of multilingual transformer mod-
els in handling the complexities of Tamil code-
mixed text for abusive comment detection. The
results demonstrated the potential of transformer-
based approaches in achieving accurate and robust
classification, significantly promoting a safer on-
line environment. The research contributes valu-
able insights to the field of natural language pro-
cessing for Dravidian languages, particularly in the
context of abusive content moderation.

The research conducted by Prasanth et al. (2022)
focuses on abusive comment detection in Tamil
language text using the TF-IDF representation and

the random kitchen sink algorithm. The authors
addressed the challenge of identifying abusive con-
tent in the context of the Tamil language, which
is particularly relevant for content moderation and
user safety on social media platforms. The TF-IDF
representation, known for capturing word impor-
tance and rarity, was combined with the random
kitchen sink algorithm, a randomized feature map-
ping technique, to classify abusive comments.

Biradar and Saumya (2022) conducted research
that focuses on the classification of abusive content
in Dravidian code-mixed text using a Transformer-
based approach. Their methodology leverages ad-
vanced natural language processing techniques to
address the challenges of code-mixing in Tamil
and other Dravidian languages. The study aims
to improve content moderation systems and create
a safer online environment by accurately detect-
ing and handling abusive comments in multilingual
communities. The paper provides valuable insights
into using Transformers for abusive content clas-
sification in code-mixed text, contributing to the
ongoing research efforts in Natural Language Pro-
cessing (NLP) and content moderation.

Bharathi and Varsha (2022a) conducted the study
on detecting abusive comments in the Tamil lan-
guage using a Transformer-based approach. Trans-
formers have proven to be highly effective in natu-
ral language processing tasks, and the authors ex-
plored their application for abusive comment clas-
sification in Tamil. Their work contributes to the
growing body of research in content moderation
and speech technologies for Dravidian languages,
addressing the crucial issue of abusive language
online. The detailed methodology, experimental
setup, and results presented in the paper offer valu-
able insights into the effectiveness of the proposed
approach, providing a significant contribution to
the field of NLP for Tamil language processing.

The research conducted by Balouchzahi et al.
(2022) focuses on abusive comment detection in the
Tamil language. They employed a 1D Conv-LSTM
model for classification. The study addressed the
crucial issue of identifying abusive content in on-
line Tamil text, considering the challenges posed
by multilingual code-mixing. The proposed model
demonstrated promising results in detecting abu-
sive comments, and its effectiveness was show-
cased during the shared task. It also provides in-
sights into the approach, methodology, and results
achieved, contributing to developing content mod-
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eration systems in multilingual environments.

3 System Description

In this section, we provide comprehensive infor-
mation about the dataset and elaborate on the ex-
periments conducted in our study. Figure 1 illus-
trates the system architecture designed for multi-
class abusive comments classification using ma-
chine learning (ML) techniques, including SMOTE.
The diagram depicts the overall flow of the classifi-
cation process.

Figure 1: ML based Architecture.

3.1 Dataset

The dataset for the Abusive Comment Detection
shared task, provided by the organizers, consists
of code-mixed Tamil-English comments (“Priyad-
harshini et al., “2023”) (Priyadharshini et al., 2022).
It is important to note that the dataset is im-
balanced, as depicted in Figure 2, showing the
class-wise distribution of the data in percentages.
The categories and their corresponding values are
as follows: None-of-the-above (4633 comments),
Misandry (1048 comments), Counter-speech (443
comments), Xenophobia (367 comments), Hope-
Speech (266 comments), Misogyny (261 com-
ments), Homophobia (215 comments), and Trans-
phobic (197 comments). The imbalanced nature of
the dataset poses challenges for effective classifi-
cation and warrants careful consideration during
model training and evaluation.

3.2 SMOTE

SMOTE (Synthetic Minority Over-sampling Tech-
nique) addresses the class imbalance in imbalanced
datasets by generating synthetic samples for the mi-
nority class (Chawla et al., 2002). First, it identifies
the minority class and selects k nearest neighbors
for each instance within that class. Then, synthetic
samples are created by interpolating between the

Figure 2: Data distribution

instance and one of its neighbors based on ran-
dom proportions. This process is repeated for all
instances in the minority class, resulting in a bal-
anced dataset. The synthetic samples improve the
representation of the minority class, allowing ma-
chine learning models to learn from a more diverse
dataset and make more accurate predictions, par-
ticularly in abusive comment classification in code-
mixed textual data (Shanmugavadivel et al., 2022).
(Roy and Kumar, 2021) After applying the SMOTE
to the initial imbalanced dataset, a significant trans-
formation occurred, resulting in a balanced class
distribution. Before SMOTE, the dataset had vary-
ing sample counts for each class, with the majority
class ”None-of-the-above” having 4633 comments.
However, after SMOTE was applied, the number
of samples in each class was equalized, with all
classes containing 4633 comments. This process
involved generating synthetic samples for the mi-
nority classes, effectively increasing their instances
to match the majority class. The balanced dataset
achieved through SMOTE addresses the class im-
balance challenge, enabling machine learning mod-
els to train on a more representative and equitable
dataset. Consequently, the classification models
are better equipped to detect abusive comments
in code-mixed Tamil-English data with enhanced
accuracy and performance.

3.3 Preprocessing

We performed several preprocessing activities to
clean and prepare the text data for further analysis.
Firstly, we remove white spaces and punctuation
to standardize the text and eliminate unnecessary
things. Next, we eliminate stop words, which are
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commonly occurring words with little semantic
value, to reduce noise in the data. We then tokenize
the text, breaking it into individual words or tokens,
enabling more granular analysis (Kathiravan and
Haridoss, 2018). Additionally, we apply lemmati-
zation to reduce words to their base or root form,
aiding in normalization and reducing word varia-
tions. These preprocessing activities collectively
improve the quality of the text data, making it more
suitable for subsequent steps in the abusive com-
ment classification process using machine learning
techniques.

3.4 Data representation
Bag-of-Words (BoW) and Term Frequency-Inverse
Document Frequency (TF-IDF) are standard text
representation techniques used in natural language
processing tasks. BoW converts a text document
into a numerical vector by counting the frequency
of each word present in the document (Qader et al.,
2019). It disregards the word order and context,
treating each word as an independent entity. The
resulting vector represents the occurrence of words
in the document, enabling the comparison and anal-
ysis of text data based on word frequencies. On the
other hand, TF-IDF aims to capture the importance
of words in a document relative to the entire cor-
pus. It calculates the product of Term Frequency
(TF), which is the frequency of a word in a doc-
ument, and Inverse Document Frequency (IDF),
which measures the rarity of the word across the
entire corpus. TF-IDF assigns higher weights to
words that are frequent in a document but rare in the
corpus, indicating their significance in differentiat-
ing documents. As a result, TF-IDF representation
allows for the emphasis of relevant terms while
downplaying commonly occurring words, offering
a more informative vector representation of the text
data (Akuma et al., 2022). Both BoW and TF-IDF
play crucial roles in text classification tasks, aiding
in feature extraction and representing textual infor-
mation in a format suitable for machine learning
algorithms.

3.5 ML models
Support Vector Machine (SVM) is a robust
and widely used supervised learning algorithm
for classification and regression tasks. In clas-
sification, SVM aims to find the optimal hyper-
plane that best separates the data points of differ-
ent classes in a high-dimensional space (Valero-
Carreras et al., 2023) . The ”support vectors”

are the data points closest to the hyperplane and
play a crucial role in defining the decision bound-
ary. SVM effectively handles both linearly sepa-
rable and non-linearly separable data through ker-
nel functions, such as polynomial or radial basis
function (RBF) kernels, which map the data into
a higher-dimensional space. SVM is known for
handling high-dimensional data and generalizing
to new, unseen data.

Logistic Regressionis a popular statistical
method used for binary classification tasks, where
the goal is to predict the probability that a given
data point belongs to a particular class (Xu et al.,
2023). Despite its name, logistic Regression is
primarily used for classification, not Regression.
The algorithm models the relationship between the
input features and the probability of the binary out-
come using the logistic function (sigmoid function).
The logistic function maps any real-valued number
to the range [0, 1], which is then used to make the
final classification decision. The model is trained
by optimizing the parameters through maximum
likelihood estimation. Logistic Regression is rel-
atively simple, interpretable, and computationally
efficient, making it a popular choice for binary clas-
sification tasks.
Random Forest is an ensemble learning method
that combines multiple decision trees to achieve
more accurate and robust predictions. Each deci-
sion tree is trained in a random forest on a ran-
dom subset of the data (bootstrap samples) and a
random subset of the features. This randomness
helps reduce overfitting and increases the diver-
sity among the individual trees (Das et al., 2023)
. During prediction, the final output is determined
by aggregating the predictions of all the trees, ei-
ther through majority voting (for classification) or
averaging (for Regression). Random forests are
known for their ability to handle complex datasets,
high-dimensional data, and non-linear relation-
ships. They are also less prone to overfitting than a
single decision tree and are widely used in machine
learning tasks.

4 Result

In this research, we investigated the application of
three machine learning algorithms, namely Sup-
port Vector Machine (SVM), Logistic Regression,
and Random Forest, in conjunction with two data
representation techniques: Bag-of-Words (BoW)
and Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency
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Model Feature set Precision recall F1-score Accuracy
Support Vector Machine BoW 0.98 0.97 0.97 0.97

Random Forest BoW 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.98

Logistic Regression BoW 0.98 0.97 0.97 0.97

Support Vector Machine TF-IDF 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99

Random Forest TF-IDF 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.98

Logistic Regression TF-IDF 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.97

Table 1: Evaluation metrics of various ML models.

(TF-IDF). After employing SMOTE to address
the class imbalance, the models were evaluated
for abusive comment classification in code-mixed
Tamil-English text. This experimental research
with TF-IDF representation and SMOTE-balanced
data, SVM achieved an outstanding F1 score of
0.99, showcasing its ability to identify abusive com-
ments in the dataset accurately. Logistic Regres-
sion, combined with TF-IDF, delivered an F1 score
of 0.97, displaying competitive performance in abu-
sive comment classification. Random Forest, with
both BoW and TF-IDF representations on SMOTE-
balanced data, attained F1 scores of 0.98 and 0.98,
respectively. This highlights the algorithm’s robust-
ness in handling code-mixed text and class imbal-
ance Table 1 illustrates it briefly.

5 Conclusion

In conclusion, this research delves into the critical
issue of abusive comment classification in code-
mixed text, particularly in Tamil and English code-
mixed data. The escalating growth of social media
and online platforms has amplified the need for
compelling content moderation to ensure a safe and
respectful digital environment. We have achieved
promising results in accurately identifying abusive
comments by harnessing the power of machine
learning techniques and SMOTE for handling class
imbalance. The utilization of SVM, Logistic Re-
gression, and Random Forest in combination with
TF-IDF representation has proven to be highly ef-
fective in capturing the nuances of abusive lan-
guage, leading to improved classification accuracy.
Notably, the application of SMOTE has signifi-
cantly contributed to overcoming the challenges
of class imbalance, enabling our models to make
more reliable predictions.

Limitation is encountering out-of-vocabulary
words or linguistic phenomena not accounted for
during preprocessing. Code-mixing can introduce
linguistic variations that may not be adequately

handled by the existing language processing tech-
niques, leading to potential misclassifications. Ad-
dressing these linguistic complexities in future re-
search could enhance the model’s performance and
generalization capabilities. Notably, in the shared
task, our approach secured the 9th rank out of all
participating systems. Despite the competition’s
challenges and intense competition from other par-
ticipants, our model’s performance demonstrates
its effectiveness in abusive comment classification
in code-mixed text.

Future work investigating more advanced and
context-aware feature extraction techniques will
contribute to a more comprehensive analysis of
code-mixed content. We continuously refine and
update our models to develop robust and adaptive
content moderation systems, creating a safer online
environment for diverse, multilingual communi-
ties. we are optimistic that future work will address
these limitations and elevate the performance of
abusive comment classification in code-mixed text,
contributing to a more inclusive and respectful on-
line space for all users.
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